Make your equipment more efficient with Cafecion's payment options and the touch screen interface.

To know all about these new options and accessories with their product codes, here is an overview of what's to come!

**PAYMENT OPTIONS** for the Encore 29 coffee machine.

1. ePort Connect Card Reader & Bill Box  
   (Code: 4290)

2. Bill Box Acceptor  
   (Code: 4240)  
   Bill Validator Mechanism  
   (Code: 387)

3. Integrated Printer*  
   (Code: 4211)

4. Coin Kit  
   (Code: 4200)  
   Coin Mechanism  
   (Code: 2040)

**NOW MEETS & EXCEEDS**  
**NSF 4 REQUIREMENTS**  
for food and safety


**Payment Options Available for the Encore 29**

1. **ePort Connect Card Reader & Bill Box** (Code: 4290)
   
   Credit card payment is the fastest and easiest way to order your favourite hot drink. Compatible with the most commonly used credit card and cashless payments providers, it is a powerful and highly secure accessory.

2. **Bill Box Acceptor** (Code: 4240)
   
   **Bill Validator Mechanism** (Code: 387)
   
   If you want to offer your coffee machine’s users the possibility to pay with bills, you will need to install the bill validator mechanism. To be positioned on your brewer, the installation of the bill box acceptor is required. The bill box allows the customer to pay with US bills. The machine needs to be equipped with a coin payment system (product code 2040).

3. **Integrated Printer** *(Code: 4211)*
   
   Get connected with your customers by customizing your message! The integrated printer is ideal for micromarkets and C-stores. Control drink consumptions in your store, and use the customized receipts to cross-promote!
   
   *Must be installed at Cafection plant*

4. **Coin Kit** (Code: 4200)
   
   **Coin Mechanism** (Code: 2040)
   
   The coin kit option and the coin changer mechanism, two complimentary accessories, can be installed on the Encore 29 brewer to allow clients to pay with coins.

---

**Ready to Order?**  

800-561-6162 #311  

salesorder@cafection.com